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“I admire Russia for wiping out an economic system which permitted a handful of rich to exploit and beat
gold from the millions of plain people… As one who believes in freedom and democracy for all, I honor
the Red nation.” —FRANK MARSHALL DAVIS, 1947

In his memoir, Barack Obama omits the full name of his mentor, simply calling him “Frank.” Now, the truth
is out: Never has a figure as deeply troubling and controversial as Frank Marshall Davis had such an impact
on the development of an American president.

Although other radical influences on Obama, from Jeremiah Wright to Bill Ayers, have been scrutinized, the
public knows little about Davis, a card-carrying member of the Communist Party USA, cited by the
Associated Press as an “important influence” on Obama, one whom he “looked to” not merely for “advice on
living” but as a “father” figure.

Aided by access to explosive declassified FBI files, Soviet archives, and Davis’s original newspaper
columns, Paul Kengor explores how Obama sought out Davis and how Davis found in Obama an
impressionable young man, one susceptible to Davis’s worldview that opposed American policy and
traditional values while praising communist regimes. Kengor sees remnants of this worldview in Obama’s
early life and even, ultimately, his presidency.

Is Obama working to fulfill the dreams of Frank Marshall Davis? That question has been impossible to
answer, since Davis’s writings and relationship with Obama have either been deliberately obscured or
dismissed as irrelevant. With Paul Kengor’s The Communist, Americans can finally weigh the evidence and
decide for themselves.
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From reader reviews:

Ronald Ralph:

This The Communist book is not really ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you get by reading this book is definitely information inside this reserve incredible fresh, you will get
details which is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. This specific The Communist
without we realize teach the one who looking at it become critical in considering and analyzing. Don't
become worry The Communist can bring when you are and not make your bag space or bookshelves' grow to
be full because you can have it in the lovely laptop even phone. This The Communist having fine
arrangement in word in addition to layout, so you will not feel uninterested in reading.

Kathleen Owens:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the extra time or they will get wide
range of stress from both daily life and work. So , when we ask do people have spare time, we will say
absolutely sure. People is human not really a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity are you
experiencing when the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you
try this one, reading textbooks. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, the particular
book you have read is definitely The Communist.

Desmond Gorman:

This The Communist is great publication for you because the content which is full of information for you
who all always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it details
accurately using great manage word or we can declare no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read the idea
hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but tough
core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having The Communist in your hand like finding the
world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no reserve that offer you world
with ten or fifteen small right but this publication already do that. So , this really is good reading book. Heya
Mr. and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt that will?

Marisa Reber:

In this particular era which is the greater person or who has ability to do something more are more valuable
than other. Do you want to become considered one of it? It is just simple way to have that. What you should
do is just spending your time little but quite enough to possess a look at some books. Among the books in the
top record in your reading list is The Communist. This book that is qualified as The Hungry Slopes can get
you closer in turning into precious person. By looking upwards and review this publication you can get many
advantages.
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